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Delivering trusted information for smarter business 
decisions across your entire information supply chain
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Larry Ponemon, founder of the group that bears his name, said 
that survey shows a shift in the way C-level executives think 

about security software. Investing in data protection, he said, is 
now seen as less expensive than recovering from a data breach.

InformationWeek

Can today’s organisations successfully protect 
their information?
• Where does your sensitive data reside?

• Can you protect from both authorized and unauthorized access?

• Is confidential data in documents safeguarded?

• How can access to your enterprise databases be protected, monitored 
and audited? 

• Can data in your non-production environments be protected, yet still be 
usable?



Managing the Lifecycle of Data in the Information Supply Chain

Discover & Define

Consolidate & Retire

Optimize, Archive & Access
Develop & Test

• Understanding the “what and where” of enterprise data
• Developing models and code to store and access enterprise data including 

configuration of data for test environments
• Optimizing the performance of applications through identification of bottlenecks and 

building the right strategy for managing data growth 
• Implementing a consistent process for retiring or consolidating applications as their 

usage expires

Test/Dev



Guardium Data Security
Audit, Access Control and Alerting

Steve Gibson
Data Security & Compliance
13th July 2011



An Insider Tale

 Certegy – US Public Company
• Cheque verification & Credit Card services

 Senior DBA sold 8.5 million customer records to data broker
• Names, addresses, birth dates, bank account & credit card info – was paid 

$580K

 Data theft came to light after retailer reported correlation between 
transactions and receipt of external marketing offers by its customers

• U.S. Secret Service found data came from separate company owned by the 
DBA

• “Why did it take Certegy more than five years to find out that confidential 
consumer information was being sucked out of its database?” (St. Petersburg 
Times)

 Settled class-action suit for $4 million
• Plus $975,000 in fines from Attorney General
• Plus mandatory security audit every year
• Plus 2 years of credit monitoring services ($180 per customer)

 Rogue DBA sentenced to over five years in prison
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Protecting and securing data is no longer optional

Over 82%
of firms surveyed have had more than one data breach in the past year involving 

loss or theft of 1,000+ records with personal information
2009 Annual Study:  Cost of a Data Breach, Ponemon Institute LLC., January 2010

73%
of security professionals anticipate the 
volume of database security attacks 

will continue to increase
Enterprise Strategy Group, Databases at Risk, September 2009

42% 
of all cases involved third-party mistakes and 
flubs … magnitude of breach events ranged 
from about 5,000 to 101,000 lost or stolen 

customer records
Fifth Annual U.S. Cost of Data Breach Study”, Ponemon Institute, Jan 2010

92% 
of compromised records originated in 

database servers
Data Breach Investigations Report, Verizon Business, 2010

$90 to $305
cost per lost record per security breach

Forrester Research, 2007



The Real Cost of Doing Nothing



Won’t Happen To Me? Think Again…



What Solutions are in use today?

Create 
reports

Manual 
review

Manual 
remediation, 

dispatch 
and tracking



What are the Challenges with this Approach?
Expense

• Performance impact of native logging on the DBMS
• Another data store to secure and manage ($$$)
• Lack of DBMS expertise on security teams
• Significant complexity & labor cost to analyze audit data, 

maintain homegrown scripts as compliance audit 
requirements change

Weak Security Controls
• No separation of duties -- DBAs & hackers 

can easily modify logs
• Not real-time
• No preventive controls

Compliance Audit Failures
• Limited scope & granularity of log data
• Inconsistent policies across applications, 

DBMS platforms, compliance initiatives
• Can’t identify end-user fraud for connection-pooled 

applications that use generic service accounts (SAP, etc.)
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Forrester  Consulting –
Commissioned Report

“If we didn’t have [our enterprise 
database auditing and monitoring 
solution], we would need an army 
of additional IT people.” (CISO)



The Objectives of Database Activity Monitoring

1. Prevent data breaches & fraud
Mitigate external & internal threats
 Secure customer & credit card data,

sales pipeline, strategic plans & IP

2. Assure data governance
 Prevent unauthorized changes 

to financial & ERP data

3. Reduce cost of compliance
 Automate & centralize controls
 Simplify processes

…Without performance impact or 
changes to databases & applications!



Non-Invasive, Real-Time Database Security & 
Monitoring

• Continuously monitors all database activities 
(including local access by superusers)

• Heterogeneous, cross-DBMS solution

• Does not rely on native DBMS logs

• Minimal performance impact 

• No DBMS or application changes

• Supports Separation of Duties

• Supports Separation of Duties

• Activity logs can’t be erased by attackers 
or DBAs

• Automated compliance reporting, sign-
offs  & escalations (SOX, PCI, NIST, etc.)

• Granular, real-time policies & auditing



Scalable Multi-Tier Architecture

S-GATE

Integration with LDAP, 
IAM, SIEM, CMDB, 

change management, 
…



Addressing the Full Lifecycle of Database Security
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Discovering Sensitive Data in Databases
• Discover database instances on network
• Catalog Search: Search the database 

catalog for table or column name
– Example: Search for tables where 

column name is like “%card%”
• Search by Permission: Search for the types 

of access that have been granted to users 
or roles

• Search for Data: Match specific values or 
patterns in the data

– Example: Search for objects matching 
guardium://CREDIT_CARD (a built-in 
pattern defining various credit card 
patterns)

• Search for Unstructured Data: Match 
specific values or patterns in an 
unstructured data file (CSV, Text, HTTP, 
HTTPS, Samba)



EmployeeTable
Select

Granular Policies with Detective & Preventive 
Controls

Application 
Server

10.10.9.244

Database 
Server

10.10.9.56

APPUSER

Sample Alert



Reporting & Forensic Drill-Down Info

Who accessed the ADRP table 
(which contains PII data)?

Drill down: show all tables that were accessed by this user



Advanced Compliance Workflow Automation 
• Easily create custom processes by specifying 

unique combination of workflow steps, actions 
and users 

– Use case: Different oversight processes for 
financial servers than PCI servers.  Different 
workflows in NA vs. EU.

– Enables cost benefits of automation to be realized 
in large, complex organizations 

• Supports automated execution of oversight 
processes on a report line item basis, 
maximizing efficiency without sacrificing security 

– Use case: Daily exception report contains 4 items I 
know about and have resolved, but one that needs 
detailed investigation.  Send 4 on for sign-off; hold 
one

– Increases efficiency of overall oversight process, 
and each individual
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Identifying Unpatched & Misconfigured Systems

Summary 
Outlining 

Results

Detailed Test 
Results

Result History

Detailed 
Descriptions of 
Fixes

Filters and Sort 
Controls



Audit Policies
A Detailed Look



Monitoring or Auditing?
Count of requests per second

Time

Monitor

Burst Auditing

Sustained Auditing

Reduce amount of database access 
traffic that customer wants to audit 
(log to disk) by using filtering.

Monitoring watches all traffic (alerts, report DB errors, etc)

Auditing logs information to disk



Policy - Identify and Audit Significant Activity



Access Rule

Which Databases

Which Users

Which Fields
Which Tables
Which SQL Commands

Which Servers

• What Action?
• Allow, Log, Log Full Details, Log 

full Details with Values
• Alert, Ignore, Terminate



Each level of detail will store more information
• Allow - By default don’t store bind values which 

may contain sensitive information
• Log Full Details – Stores bind values
• Log Full Details with Values  - Each field value 

will be stored

Access Rule Actions

AllowLog Full DetailsLog Full Details with Values



Extrusion Rule - Monitor the Results Set For 
Sensitive Data

This is the results set to the query 

“select * from customer where customerID < 9”



Extrusion Definition to Alert on Suspect Results
• Monitor 10.10.9.248

• SQL Server database

• Not user Bill

• Credit Card numbers
– ([0-9]{4}-[0-9]{4}-[0-9]{4} -[0-

9]{4})  will match the pattern for 
a Credit Card Number          
xxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxx

– Everything between the “(“ and 
“)” will be masked out so no 
sensitive data will be stored for 
reporting purposes

• Send Alert per match



Exception Rule - Alert On Failed Login

You should not see three failed logins from a production application!

 APPUSER is generic 
DB service account 
(connection pooling)

 Exception Type = 
Failed Login

 Min Count 
= How often

 Reset Interval 
= Time period for 
count

 Action = Alert

 So … Alert on 3 
Failed Login attempts 
from the same user if 
they occur 3 times 
within a 5 minute 
interval

Actual SMTP Alert



Exception Rule - Preventing Attacks
Rogue users know 
what they’re looking 
for, but...

SQL injection leads 
to SQL errors!

Guardium: 100% visibility with real-time alerts …

They don’t always 
know where to find it!

Brute force attacks 
result in failed 
logins!



Identify failed login 
attempts using the 
application account!

Exception Rules With Real-Time Alerts

Take Action:  
Send alert via email, 
SYSLOG, SNMP or 
custom Java class

Focus on production 
DB servers



Demonstration
Activity Monitoring, Auditing & Alerting



Thank you


